
CITY OF WATERTOWN, NEW YORK 

WORK SESSION AGENDA 

Wednesday, March 13, 2024 

7:00 p.m. 

 

 

 

This shall serve as notice that a work session of the City Council will be held on 

Wednesday, March 13, 2024  at 7:00 p.m. in the City Council Chambers, 245 

Washington Street, Watertown, New York. 

 

 

DISCUSSION ITEMS 

 

1. Viability of Expanding Transportation 

Presenter: 

- Ryan Henry-Wilkinson 

 

2. Factory Square – Carriages on the River Project at 629 Factory Street 

Project Overview and Restore NY Grant Program 

Discussion 

Presenters: 

- Tony D’Arpino Vice President, Greenleaf Builders  

- Scott Burto, WCP Consultants 

- Michael A Lumbis, Director of Planning and Community 

Development 

 

3. Zoo New York Discussion 

 

4. City Manager’s Update 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



From: Watertown City Manager                                                                                                                    04 March 2024 

To: Mayor and Council Members 

Subject: Zoo NY Funding Fact Sheet 

1. At a recent meeting between City staff and the Zoo Conservancy’s Board President Ken Mix and Interim Director 

Mark Irwin, it was stated that an annual contribution of $750,000 is needed to support the Zoo’s day-to-day 

operations. 

 

2. The Zoo’s infrastructure is aged and a “rough of magnitude” (ROM) estimate to repair the infrastructure and provide 

for the possibility of adding new exhibits is well over $2 million. There is no estimate available for annual 

sustainment costs. 

 

3. At this time there are limited contributions from other municipalities whose citizens would potentially use the Zoo. 

The City Taxpayers will shoulder most of the financial burden to keep the zoo operational for years to come. 

 

4. This request requires a tax levy increase at a cost for the average single-family home taxpayer of approximately $75 

on an annual basis. 

 

5. Additional funding is required for the golf course projected deficit, which has its own need for near-term capital 

reinvestments in the clubhouse and to replace aged equipment. 

 

6. Given the Zoo’s projected deficit, along with the golf course operation, a property tax levy increase will be necessary 

to cover over $1 million dollars a year for the foreseeable future. This could translate to an annual property tax levy 

increase of over 10% for the City Taxpayer.  

 

7. The above increase does not cover the property tax levy increase needed to cover the recent health insurance 

premium increase of 25% ($1.8M) and the 18% / 14% ($725k) increases to the cost of the Employees’ Retirement 

System and Police/Fire Retirement System contributions respectively. Collectively this represents an increase of 

$2.5M+ in reoccurring costs to the General Fund that should be funded with reoccurring revenues.  The only major 

City Council controllable revenue source is the property tax levy.  Based on the current levy of just under $10M there 

is a need to increase the property tax levy 25% just to address these two costs.  

 

8. The City has challenges keeping wages competitive with the market and addressing critical needs such as clean 

water, sewer issues, and aging capital equipment and infrastructure. The General Fund, Water, and Sewer funds will 

all see increases that impact taxpayers and water/sewer rate payers. 

 

9. Based on the FY 22/23 audit the City is in a fortunate position to have nearly $17M in unassigned General Fund fund 

balance.  When you set aside the $10M needed for cash flow and as a safeguard against the volatility of sales tax and 

hydro revenues the prudent amount of usable unassigned fund balance drops to $7M. During FY 23/24 City Council 

has thus far approved the use of an additional $1.4M of fund balance for the increase to health insurance premiums, 

additional Zoo Conservancy funding, the Thompson Park bandstand, eclipse funding, police over-hires and Flynn pool 

cost overruns. Thus, the fund balance to potentially appropriate to FY 24/25’s issues is down to $5.6M which when 

considering other normal cost increases such as wages (~$500k+) the unassigned fund balance gets the City through, 

at most, one year of funding before a major shift would be needed between the property levy and/or the level of 

services and programs. Fund balance needs to be strategically used over the next few years as we approach the end 

of the hydro contract when bigger fiscal challenges will be unavoidable. 

 

//HFW// 



Marketing & Fundraising
Blue Ribbon Committee, 2024



Corporate Objective
Ø The purpose of this marketing plan is to guide Zoo New York in 

its journey towards becoming a more self-sustainable 
organization. It outlines a targeted marketing strategy with 
actionable steps aimed at rebuilding and strengthening the 
organization for the next two to three years. The plan aims to 
enhance Zoo New York's brand, increase visitor engagement, 
and contribute to its long-term sustainability goals.



Mission Statement
Current Mission Statement
Ø Zoo New York, by 

example and action, 
provides knowledge and 
motivation to conserve 
nature in New York State 
through science-based 
natural and cultural 
experiences. We envision 
a future where New York’s 
nature is valued and 
conserved.

Suggested Mission Statement
Ø At Zoo New York, our 

commitment is to safeguard 
wildlife and their ecosystems 
through dedicated 
conservation initiatives, 
impactful education, 
extensive research, and 
immersive experiences. 

Suggested Vision Statement
Ø We aspire to ignite a 

passion within communities, 
fostering a deep 
appreciation for the 
significance of wildlife 
through experiential 
education and animal 
encounters.



Target Markets – we need to target individuals who will increase 
visitation and who will be beneficial to the zoo.

Ø Families with children
Ø Sponsors
Ø School districts/students
Ø Teens – future careers, non-drinking/safe activity, social 

gathering opportunities

This marketing plan is developed with the idea of targeting these 
groups of people.



SWOT Analysis – a description of our strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats.

Strengths:
Ø Uniquely positioned as the only zoo dedicated to 

conservation of New York's indigenous animals.
Ø We are the only zoo within a 60-mile radius.
Ø We have a supportive and energetic community.

Weaknesses:
Ø Lack of AZA accreditation.
Ø Downward trajectory contributing to lack of 

confidence among donor/sponsors and 
public.

Ø Limited resources, particularly with funding.
Ø Older habitats.
Ø No new animals.
Ø Individuals calling different authorities to 

make complaints.

Threats:
Ø Sustained financial woes - real and perceived 

- hamper development and patronage 
campaigns.

Ø Starting from scratch.

Opportunities:
Ø Market includes local, but also transient, 

family populations from which to mine for 
supporters, donors, and patrons.

Ø Expansion of education.
Ø Eclipse open date.



Visitation vs Education
This marketing plan is developed into different phases for a better 
transition.



Visitation Phase 1
Ø Develop four separate email marketing lists comprised of every visitor, sponsor, member, and school district email 

addresses. Each month, emails should be sent for updates, sharing upcoming events, and regular contact.
Ø Determine which animals are fit for 7 News showings. 

Ø Determine who can go on the show with the animals.
Ø Schedule regular bi-weekly 7 News showings with animals and radio talk shows to advertise events that are 

happening at the zoo.
Ø Possibly Create a Shutterstock account for images.

Ø Shutterstock is an asset library where you can download images and use them as your own. It is much more 
affordable than hiring a photographer.

Ø Develop an asset library.
Ø Webdam is a creative asset management database where creative assets that we develop (images, etc.) are 

placed on approval paths and stored on a common, cloud-based platform. 
Ø Owned Media update. Owned media is any type of content a brand creates and controls.
Ø Website update: re-label “Donate” dropdown to “Support”. This dropdown will have programming options, 

membership opportunities, adopt an animal, donations, how-to-sponsor and event/exhibit, volunteering, etc.
Ø Develop a monthly calendar to be added to “Events” tab and to be posted and “pinned” to social media 

channels.
Ø add mission statement, update tabs/remove unnecessary tabs, make all tabs current and up-to-date, remove reviews, 

etc.
Ø In phase one, we want to focus on an earned media strategy. Earned media is content relating to a person or 

organization which is published by a third party without any form of payment to the publisher. 



Email and Social Media Campaigns 
Hootsuite
Ø Social media management tool used to 

organize social media accounts.
Ø Generate, curate, and schedule social 

media posts. These posts can then be 
added to a content calendar, so they are 
planned out.

Ø Provides images and is able to integrate 
other image building sites. We can also 
integrate a Canva account to Hootsuite to 
create more engaging posts. Canva is a 
database where we develop creative assets 
from social media images, videos and gifs to 
posters, websites, booklets, multimedia 
presentations, etc.

Ø Track analytics. Can track all analytics to 
see consumer engagement, post likes, 
when the best time would be for us to post, 
etc.

MailChimp
Ø Email marketing database used to send mass 

emails to different groups of people.
Ø Track analytics. We can see how many 

subscribers we have, how many guests have 
unsubscribed to our emails, create interesting 
and engaging emails, send mass emails to 
different groups of people, import email list from 
separate email list that we may have.

Ø Email subscription sign-up form. Can be 
embedded in the Zoo NY website for guests to 
sign up for our email list, ask guests to 
complete surveys. Can ask for their physical 
address, etc.

Ø Generate reports. To see how well our 
campaigns are doing, etc.



Education Phase 1
Ø Create a list of school districts in surrounding counties.
Ø Determine liaisons for school districts.
Ø Determine which grades would be best for school visits.
Ø Determine which animals are fit for showings. 

Ø Determine who can go to schools with the animals.



Visitation Phase 2
Ø Develop material to be sent in 

email marketing. These emails 
will include monthly zoo 
correspondence to keep the 
community informed about 
upcoming events, animal 
spotlights, projects that their 
donations are being used for, 
etc. We should have 3 - 4 
separate email marketing 
groups.

Ø Group 1: Sponsors – Monthly email 
correspondence to keep sponsors informed about 
upcoming events, animal spotlights, projects that 
their donations are being used for, etc.

Ø Group 2:  Members - Monthly email 
correspondence to keep members informed about 
upcoming events, animal spotlights, asking for 
donations, how being a member is appreciated 
and what it means to be a member, etc.

Ø Group 3: Non-member visitors - Monthly email 
correspondence to keep visitors informed about 
upcoming events, animal spotlights, asking for 
donations, and marketing different membership 
opportunities, etc.

Ø Group 4: Education - Monthly email 
correspondence to keep school districts AND 
homeschools informed about upcoming events, 
different education opportunities, different 
education packets regarding what could be 
offered if the zoo goes to their school, animal 
spotlights, asking for donations, market different 
membership.



Visitation Phase 2 Continued
Ø Social Media:

Ø Develop engaging and educational social media posts for 
Facebook, Instagram, etc. This includes animal photos with fun and 
educational descriptions, photos of classroom visits, animal health 
updates (pictures of vet visits – keep community informed that these 
animals ARE being taken care of.), upcoming events, etc.

Ø Schedule posts through Hootsuite.
Ø Target Fort Drum:

Ø Family Morale and Welfare Recreation (FMWR)
Ø Offer Fort Drum behind-the-scenes tour.

Ø New soldier processing.
Ø Veterans and active duty receive free admission and for one day 

every month, their families receive 10% off each admission ticket.



Education Phase 2
Ø Create education packets tailored to school science classes. This may 

include lesson plans, lesson plan ideas, suggested activities, etc.
Ø This can be developed working in conjunction with the school 

system.
Ø Develop student tickets. Each class receiving a visit should be given 

one child admission ticket for free Zoo NY entry.
Ø Fundraising opportunity: Create animal adoption materials:

Ø Prior to class visits, the class could adopt which animal they would 
like to see. For week or months, the class should be bringing in 
donations in support of the animal. At the end of the fundraiser, the 
animal will be brought to the classrooms for viewing.

Ø Capitalize on homeschooling programs.



Visitation and Education Phase 3
Ø Create animal adoption materials:

Ø Visitors can adopt an animal for different prices. QR codes should be placed on 
each animal exhibit that will link you to the animal adoption page. The price point of 
the donation will determine what the guest will receive in return. 
Ø Bronze Level $35 (price TBD): The bronze package includes a certificate of 

adoption, animal fact sheet and 8” x 10” species photo.
Ø Silver Level $75 (price TBD): Package includes an animal plush, certificate of 

adoption, animal fact sheet and 8” x 10” species photo.
Ø Gold Level $125 (price TBD): Package includes an animal plush, certificate of 

adoption, animal fact sheet, 8” x 10” species photo, magnet, and reusable bag.
Ø Platinum Level $175 (price TBD): Package includes an animal plush, certificate 

of adoption, animal fact sheet, 8” x 10” species photo, magnet, reusable bag, 
animal greeting cards, and quarterly newsletter.

Ø Paid Media Advertising:
Ø Paid social media campaigns for Facebook, Instagram, etc. All social media ads are 

tracked to determine engagement. Target certain demographics
Ø Can we team up with JCC to market the Zoo Technology program in conjunction 

with Zoo NY?



Fundraising
Ø Telethons/Radio 
Ø Butterfly release gala
Ø “You don’t have to come” event: There’s certain people who don’t enjoy going to 

events. It’s a cleaver way of asking for donations in a humorous manner. This 
event will never actually happen other than on paper. Send out invites for a 
great event with a guest of honor to ask many guests as you want. Send press 
out. Why would people want to purchase a ticket to a “don’t come event”? 
Because people are busy and still want to support a good cause.

Ø Golf tournament – directed towards education.



Zoo Task Force Report
March 7, 2024
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At the request of Zoo New York, the “Zoo Task Force” was formed by former City of
Watertown Mayor Jeff Smith in November of 2023. The Zoo Task Force is comprised of
the following members:

● Former Mayor Smith, followed by Mayor Sarah Compo Pierce
● Former City Manager and Thompson Park Conservancy Board Chair Ken Mix
● Zoo New York interim director Mark D. Irwin
● Jefferson County Legislature Chair William W. Johnson
● County Administrator Robert F. Hagemann III
● Corey C. Fram, executive director of the Thousand Islands Tourism Council
● Jefferson Community College President Daniel J. Dupee II
● Charles M. Capone II, Watertown Savings Bank
● Dale A. Klock, President and CEO, Carthage Savings
● Robin Stephenson, economic development specialist for Jefferson County
● Former Mayor Jeffrey E. Graham (please note, he has resigned from the Task

Force)
● Dr. Alfred L. Gianfagna
● Dr. David Plante
● Livia Harrienger
● Brandon Mills
● Scott Weller, City of Watertown Parks and Recreation Superintendent

The group was tasked with answering two questions:

● Should Zoo New York remain open?
● What model of operation makes sense for Zoo New York?

To do so, the Task Force was divided into four subcommittees to examine the various
facets of operation, including:

● Finance
● Exhibits/Special Events/Programming
● Marketing/Fundraising
● Zoo Models
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Finance Subcommittee

Members: Chuck Capone, Dale Klock, Chairman Bill Johnson, and Dan Dupee

Group’s focus: This group examined zoo finances, identified areas where savings
could be realized, assessed the current staff structure, and explored options for different
funding models.

Key Takeaways: The Finance Subcommittee reviewed available financial records from
the zoo. The biggest issues/points that stood out to the committee were:

● For the Zoo, wages are its largest expense.

● The Zoo’s long-term debt has increased considerably.

● If the Zoo were to proceed with a capital campaign to make improvements, it
would result in more operational costs.

● One of the possibilities raised for funding the Zoo has been a county tax. A
roughly 2% increase would result in the funds the Zoo is seeking to obtain
annually. Note, however, that implementing this additional tax would require state
legislation. That can be a lengthy process and it is highly unlikely it could happen
before the end of the 2024 Legislative Session.

● The question of whether the Zoo has exhausted all grant writing options was
raised. According to Zoo officials, they have not been able to employ anyone who
can write grants and believe fundraising and grants won’t be enough to fill the
gap.

● Dale Klock, who was on the Conservancy Board previously noted that the Zoo’s
financials don’t look that much different than when he was on the Board.
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Exhibits/Special Events/Programming Subcommittee

Members: Ken Mix, Dr. David Plante, Livia Harringer, and Scott Weller

Group’s focus: This group assessed recent zoo exhibits, special events, and
programming, identified events/programming that may be underperforming, and made
suggestions for alternatives that may be more lucrative.

Key Takeaways: One of the Zoo’s biggest hurdles is the lack of new exhibits in recent
years. The group found that a plan is sorely needed for rehabbing existing structures.
Additionally, other efforts need to be undertaken to make the most of the facility, namely
renting out space for weddings and other special events. The question was raised as to
whether the Zoo has sought out sponsorships to help with the upkeep of exhibits and
landscaping. Per Zoo officials, this has been done, but to varying degrees of success.

***Please see the following page for additional information/findings from the
Exhibits/Special Events/Programming Subcommittee
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Marketing/Fundraising Subcommittee

Members: Livia Harringer, Corey Fram, and Brandon Mills

Group’s focus: This group examined recent marketing efforts and recent fundraising
efforts, as well as made suggestions for improvement in the areas of marketing and
fundraising.

Key Takeaways: The Marketing/Fundraising Subcommittee prepared a marketing plan
for Zoo New York that identified ways they could raise funds and improve their bottom
line. That marketing plan is attached.

***Please see the additional attachment for the full report of the
Marketing/Fundraising Subcommittee.
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Zoo Models Subcommittee

Members: Dr. Gianfagnia, Robert Hagemann, Robin Stephenson, and Dr. Mark Irwin

Group’s focus: This group reviewed various models of zoo operation and identified the
pros/cons of each.

Key Takeaways: There are three models this group identified:

● Privately owned, without municipal funding, similar to The Wild Center in
Chittenango

● Municipally owned and operated (like the Seneca Park Zoo in Rochester and
Rosemond Gifford Zoo in Syracuse). These are managed by the municipality and
in the aforementioned examples, the zoos are county-run and have a
not-for-profit arm that supplements their activities; and

● Zoos that are run by a not-for-profit (like the Thompson Park Conservancy)

If Zoo New York were to become a fully municipal zoo, the County would not be able to
undertake its operation as the County does not have a Parks and Recreation
Department. Additionally, if it were to be a municipal Zoo, it would come at a greater
cost to the taxpayer, as there would be City employees with increased wages and
benefits.

The Conservancy’s position is that a model where there is a “management contract”
with the City would be the most feasible. If this were to happen, the Conservancy would
have a member of the City Council and the Jefferson County Board of Legislators on its
Board.

***Please see the following page for additional information/findings from the Zoo
Models Subcommittee
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From: Watertown City Manager 04 March 2024

To: Mayor and Council Members

Subject: Zoo NY Funding Fact Sheet

1. At a recent meeting between City staff and the Zoo Conservancy’s Board President
Ken Mix and Interim Director Mark Irwin, it was stated that an annual contribution of
$750,000 is needed to support the Zoo’s day-to-day operations.

2. The Zoo’s infrastructure is aged and a “rough of magnitude” (ROM) estimate to repair
the infrastructure and provide for the possibility of adding new exhibits is well over $2
million. There is no estimate available for annual sustainment costs.

3. At this time there are limited contributions from other municipalities whose citizens
would potentially use the Zoo. The City Taxpayers will shoulder most of the financial
burden to keep the zoo operational for years to come.

4. This request requires a tax levy increase at a cost for the average single-family home
taxpayer of approximately $75 on an annual basis.

5. Additional funding is required for the golf course projected deficit, which has its own
need for near-term capital reinvestments in the clubhouse and to replace aged
equipment.

6. Given the Zoo’s projected deficit, along with the golf course operation, a property tax
levy increase will be necessary to cover over $1 million dollars a year for the
foreseeable future. This could translate to an annual property tax levy increase of over
10% for the City Taxpayer.

7. The above increase does not cover the property tax levy increase needed to cover
the recent health insurance premium increase of 25% ($1.8M) and the 18% / 14%
($725k) increases to the cost of the Employees’ Retirement System and Police/Fire
Retirement System contributions respectively. Collectively this represents an increase of
$2.5M+ in reoccurring costs to the General Fund that should be funded with reoccurring
revenues. The only major City Council controllable revenue source is the property tax
levy. Based on the current levy of just under $10M there is a need to increase the
property tax levy 25% just to address these two costs.

8. The City has challenges keeping wages competitive with the market and addressing
critical needs such as clean water, sewer issues, and aging capital equipment and
infrastructure. The General Fund, Water, and Sewer funds will all see increases that
impact taxpayers and water/sewer rate payers.
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9. Based on the FY 22/23 audit the City is in a fortunate position to have nearly $17M in
unassigned General Fund fund balance. When you set aside the $10M needed for cash
flow and as a safeguard against the volatility of sales tax and hydro revenues the
prudent amount of usable unassigned fund balance drops to $7M. During FY 23/24 City
Council has thus far approved the use of an additional $1.4M of fund balance for the
increase to health insurance premiums, additional Zoo Conservancy funding, the
Thompson Park bandstand, eclipse funding, police over-hires and Flynn pool cost
overruns. Thus, the fund balance to potentially appropriate to FY 24/25’s issues is down
to $5.6M which when considering other normal cost increases such as wages
(~$500k+) the unassigned fund balance gets the City through, at most, one year of
funding before a major shift would be needed between the property levy and/or the level
of services and programs. Fund balance needs to be strategically used over the next
few years as we approach the end of the hydro contract when bigger fiscal challenges
will be unavoidable.

//HFW//
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Memo From Mayor Sarah Compo Pierce

It goes without saying that Zoo New York is a valuable asset in our community. Beyond
providing entertainment and educational opportunities for residents and visitors, it
serves as a focal point for community engagement and connection with nature. As we
look to attract families with young children to reside in our City, attractions that enhance
the quality of life, like Zoo New York, are an important piece of the puzzle.

However, it is no secret that in recent years, Zoo New York has struggled financially. It
has been made clear that the way in which Zoo New York exists currently is not
sustainable. Representatives of Zoo New York have stated that in order to continue and
become a Zoo that is profitable, it will require an annual government contribution of
$750,000.

As noted in this report, the “Zoo Task Force” met several times in a larger group and
subgroups to examine all aspects of zoo operation. The Task Force was charged with
answering two questions:

● Should Zoo New York remain open; and
● If so, what model of operation makes the most sense for Zoo New York

The Task Force recognized the value of the Zoo to our community and region. As such,
they support it’s remaining open. However, that decision will ultimately fall to lawmakers
who are charged with making fiscal decisions for the City and weighing varying priorities
when it comes to doing so.

At this point, I see four options the City should consider as it deliberates this issue:

● The City provides Zoo New York with the $75,000 they have requested to
get them through the spring and summer seasons. In that time, the
Thompson Park Conservancy Board will be responsible for drafting a concrete
plan for the future that demonstrates its ability to succeed financially.

● The City begins to allocate the $750,000 annual contribution the Zoo is
seeking. Given our current and future fiscal challenges as outlined in the memo
from our City Manager, I do not see this as a viable option. Additionally, the City
Council's decision to purchase the Watertown Golf Club for $3.4 million, as well
as to allocate more than $4 million for the new Flynn Pool has overextended us
when it comes to spending on recreational assets. Had the City decided not to
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allocate funds on the pool and golf course, a significant investment into Zoo New
York could have been more financially viable.

● The City, in conjunction with the County, provides increased funding to Zoo
New York. Because the Zoo is a regional attraction, in my opinion, this could
potentially be a more realistic and equitable option to pursue.

● Begin the process of reimagining the space where the Zoo exists to
provide a different recreational/educational asset to local families and
individuals, as well as visitors to our community. The current Zoo Task Force
could be re-engaged to assist in this effort. A smaller-scale attraction that has
limited operation and maintenance costs could be more viable. I would
encourage the Council to look into the following facilities as examples:

○ The Minna Anthony Common Nature Center (Wellesley Island, New York)
○ The Wild Center (Tupper Lake, New York)
○ Old McDonald’s Farm (Sackets Harbor, New York)
○ The North Country Children’s Museum (Potsdam, New York)
○ The Children’s Museum of Oswego County (Oswego, New York)
○ Hudson Highlands Nature Museum (Cornwall, New York)

An important point to consider as the Council considers this option is the
proximity of other zoos in relation to Zoo New York. For example, the Rosamond
Gifford Zoo is roughly an hour drive from Watertown. Additionally, U.S. veterans
and active military receive free admission, which I can imagine is difficult for Zoo
New York to compete with.

As we move forward with deliberations concerning Zoo New York, it is essential to
emphasize that any decisions we make must prioritize fiscal sustainability, taking into
account past decisions regarding recreational spending and challenges the City will face
in the near future. While I think we can all agree Zoo New York is an asset to the
community, we must ensure any plans for its future align with responsible financial
stewardship. As Mayor, I am eagerly anticipating the forthcoming discussions with the
City Council regarding the future of Zoo New York. Additionally, I would like to extend
my thanks to the members of the Zoo Task Force who gave of their time to examine
various aspects of Zoo operation. Their insights will undoubtedly serve as invaluable
resources as we navigate a path forward.
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